Characterization of the Search Complex and Recognition Mechanism of the AlkD-DNA Glycosylase.
DNA damage is a routine problem for cells, and pathways such as base excision repair have evolved to protect the genome by using DNA glycosylases to first recognize and excise lesions. The search mechanism of these enzymes is of particular interest due to the seemingly intractable problem of probing the billions of base pairs in the genome for potential damage. It has been hypothesized that glycosylases form multiple protein-DNA conformational states to efficiently search and recognize DNA lesions, ultimately only flipping out the damaged substrate into the active site. A unique DNA glycosylase, the Bacillus cereus AlkD enzyme, has been shown to excise damaged DNA without flipping the nucleobase into a protein binding pocket following lesion recognition. Here, we use microsecond-scale all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the AlkD recognition mechanism, putting it in perspective with other DNA glycosylases. We first identify and describe two distinct enzyme-DNA conformations of AlkD: the search complex (SC) and excision complex (EC). The SC is distinguished by the linearity of DNA, changes in four helical parameters in the vicinity of the lesion, and changes in distance between active site residues and the DNA. Free DNA simulations are used to demonstrate that the DNA structural deviations and increased active site interactions present in the EC are initiated by the recognition of a methylation-induced signal in the rises both 5' to the methylation and opposing this base. Our results support the hypothesis that subtle geometric distortions in DNA are recognized by AlkD and are consequently probed to initiate concerted protein and DNA conformational changes which prime excise without additional intermediate states. This mechanism is shown to be consistent among the three methylated DNA sequences that have been crystallized bound to AlkD.